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Many geologists in the planetary science community rely on digital 
images as a primary source for observations. Without expensive computer 
systems, supporting programmers and specific software, planetary scientists 
have, in the past, had to make these initial observations from hardcopy images 
which have been enhanced to less than optimal levels, and from which no 
digital data could be obtained. Recent developments in the desktop computer 
environment (including Macintosh and PC types) now make it possible to 
enhance images, map directly in the computer environment, and analyze 
digital output directly from computer files. These developments include the 
dropping cost of RAM memory chips, hard disk drives, and high resolution 
monitors, and the availability of public domain image processing packages. 

Most of the work described here as been performed on an eight 
megabyte (MB) Macintosh I1 (68020 chip) computer with a stock (13") Apple 
high resolution color monitor. Image transfer to and from PC-type computers 
has also been demonstrated. The program discussed here is a public domain 
image processing system developed by Wayne Rasband at the National Institute 
of Health (NIH), called "Image" (Iinage' 1.22, with version 1 . 2 2 ~  current), and is 

. used for analysis at NIH. The most update version of this program may be 
obtained via anonymous ftp from alw.nih.gov in the directory Ipublimage; 
included is a complete manual describing use of the program. 

Image transfer from the VAX-based Planetary Image Processing System 
(PICS) at the U.S. Geological Survey in Flagstaff, to the Macintosh is 
accomplished using Kermit (in binary format). Fundamental in any image 
transfer (e.g. Viking, LANDSAT, TM) is that the image be in raster format. 
These images are downloaged complete with a 22016 byte image header file, 
which contains information about the image, essential for any but routine 
enhancement processing. This header, which is in ASCII format, can be read 
using many word processing packages, and stripped and stored for later 
reference. If supplied with the header length and the line and sample size of 
the file, Image 1.22 opens (imports) the original image file by skipping past 

. the header information. Image storage in a more compact "run length 
encoded" Macintosh' PICT format saves disk space, with an average Viking 
frame having a size of about 1.1 MB. These files can further be compressed for 
disk storage using the shareware program "Stuffit"; an average "stuffed" 
Viking image is about 700K. Images must be in a "TIFF" (raster) format for 
transfer from a Macintosh to a PC-type computer; in this case the image 
header file contains 768 bytes. 

Using Image 1.22, three entire 1056 line x 1204 sample images can be 
loaded into an eight MI3 Macintosh; scrolling to parts of the image not 
displayed on the 640 x 480 pixel monitor is essentially instantaneous. By 
taking advantage of a $125 program (Virtual), which uses a hard disk as 
virtual memory, an image of 2048 x 1800 dimensions can be loaded. By way of 
comparison, the image on high resolution color monitor is better in quality 
than most prints. Image 1.22 is capable of contrast enhancement (including 
high and low pass filters, and convolution), image rotation, inversion, scaling, 
a variety of pasting options and screen magnification. 
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For mapping purposes, contacts can be drawn (using a mouse) directly 
on the image in black. One obvious advantage of this technique is that where 
image enhancement is  necessary, it can be accomplished while drawing 
contacts and then changed if desired when viewing a different area. Using 
Image 1.22, contacts can then be copied to another file by contrast stretching 
(gray level mapping) image data to saturation, leaving only black contacts. If 
the image has first been rectified before transfer to the Macintosh, these 
contacts can be used as final output for maps, thus avoiding problems with 
registration due to drafting. The limited file size on the Macintosh dictates 
"tilingn images together in a mainframe for large format maps. For smaller 
areas (e.g. single images as figures in journal articles), output is possible 
directly from Image 1.22 to Laser printers. Using Image 1.22, color maps can 
be created by filling ("painting") closed contacts. Alex Acosta, at the U.S. 
Geological Survey in Flagstaff has developed the algorithms required for 
transferring these color values to hardcopy output for final map generation. 
These algorithms are used in conjunction with a Macintosh public domain 
palette editor from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. An 
ongoing contribution by Acosta as part of the U.S. Geological Survey National 
Mapping program is to write a program for final linework conversion to a 
SCITEX large format film writer, which will be used to output the geologic maps 
of the Springerville volcanic field described by (1) and (2). . 

Image 1.22 supports may other useful analytical tools, with data output 
directly in ASCII format, loadable into spreadsheets (e.g. Excel) for further 
manipulation. These include measurements (that can be calibrated) of areas, 
perimeters, mean density, and angles, and histograms, among many. Further 
image analysis is possible on the. Macintosh by reading the image output from 
Image 1.22 into Macintosh-based GIs programs such as MAPII. ' Image 
processing on the Macintosh and PC computers offers a means of relieving the 
work load on mainframe computers, 'and makes available simple image 
processing/analysis without having to support mainframe computers. 
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